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On Highlighting the Merits of Gas-to-Liquid Transformer Oil Under Accelerated Thermal Aging and Faults: Electrical and Physio-Chemical Properties

MOHAMED BADAWI, SHIMAA A. IBRAHIM, DIAA-ELDIN A. MANSOUR, SAYED A. WARD, ADEL A. EL-FARASKOURY, MOHSEN GHALI, KARAR MAHMOUD, MATTI LEHTONEN, AND MOHAMED M. F. DARWISH

ABSTRACT

Mineral (MO) oil has long been utilized as a dielectric and cooling medium in high-voltage power transformers due to its low cost and availability. Recently, there has been a great trend toward the use of gas-to-liquid (GTL) oil due to its purity, chemical consistency, and better performance than conventional oils. This study aims to investigate the normal and abnormal thermal impacts on GTL and MO oil types. In this regard, this paper presents two parts. Firstly, it studies a comprehensive evaluation of the aging characteristics under normal conditions of GTL oil in comparison to conventional MO. Aged oil samples were obtained using a laboratory-based accelerated aging test, for simulating the thermal stress during the transformer’s operation. Hence, the two oil types are subjected to different aging durations (i.e., 3, 6, and 10 days). These aged and fresh samples were tested for AC breakdown voltage, dielectric dissipation factor, permittivity, and resistivity as electrical testing. Additionally, as chemical and physical testing, moisture and acidity are measured for fresh and aged samples of two of these oil types. Besides, optical spectroscopy measurements have been used for insulating oil assessment; these kinds of measurements point out the existence of overall aging byproducts, including sludge formation, which can negatively impact the oil properties including physio-chemical and electrical properties. The used optical techniques include Ultraviolet-visible absorption and photoluminescence tests. Secondly, thermal faults impact as abnormal conditions is generally evaluated through dissolved gas analysis as a chemical test, where it is utilized to measure the gas concentrations for the two oils under abnormal conditions test after the thermal heating test. This study concluded that the electrical and physio-chemical properties of GTL oil with aging have superior results compared to MO oil.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jinhua Sheng.
I. INTRODUCTION

Power transformers are the most important component of the electrical power network. During their operations, transformers are subjected to electrical, thermal, and chemical stresses that affect transformer oil degradation and may lead to catastrophic transformer failures and system outages [1]. Oil acts as an insulating liquid and cooling medium in the transformer; its condition reflects crucial data concerning the oil itself as well as the transformer’s health and operating condition [2]. Mineral oils (MO) have been used in power transformers for over a century due to their low cost and good dielectric performance. But it can have contaminations with flammable gaseous and compounds such as oxygen and Sulphur which can cause degradation of oil and interfacing solid material [3]. Hence, in recent years, there have been great efforts towards either improving the mineral oil properties through additives or using other oil types with better properties. The enhancement of oil properties shall be reflected in the oil condition and hence the transformer oil assessment which shall increase the transformer service lifetime [1].

Regarding using additives, nanoparticles have been used to develop oil-based nanofluids with superior properties compared to the base oil. Using nanofluids could improve the thermal properties of transformer oil [4], [5], [6], [7]. The investigated thermal properties are thermal conductivity and heat transfer coefficient. Among different types of nanoparticles, carbon-based nanoparticles (carbon, carbon nanotubes, graphene, and graphene oxide) exhibited the highest percentages in the thermal properties of transformer oils. On the other hand, nanofluids could improve the dielectric properties of transformer oil. These dielectric characteristics include breakdown strength, dielectric dissipation factor (DDF), in addition to partial discharge inception voltage [8], [9], [10]. In spite of successful enhancement in transformer oil when using additives of nanoparticles, their practical application in real transformers is still a challenging issue due to long-term stability problems.

Regarding using other oil types, ester oils have been presented as a substitution for mineral oil. Natural ester has the lowest average and hotspot temperatures, but the highest pressure drops [11], [12]. By studying the gelling phenomena in natural esters, it has no discernible effect on the failure rate of liquid breakdown voltage and paper degradation [13]. A previous study presented the effect of mixing natural ester oil with mineral oil. It concluded that the best technical solution for improving the properties of an insulating system at the moment is this mixing [14]. In spite of the multiple benefits of ester oils, their cost limited their application on a wide scale [11], [12], [13], [14].

Recently, to produce hydrocarbon transformer oils, a new technology known as Gas-To-Liquids (GTL) has emerged, which involves the conversion of natural gas into a hydrocarbon liquid primarily composed of iso-paraffins [15], [16]. This transformation is achieved through the application of the Fischer-Tropsch technique, enabling methane gas to be converted into a range of fluid products, including high-quality base oils suitable as transformer oil. This type of oil offers consistent performance, improved thermal properties, excellent resistance to degradation, and high purity and is essentially free of Sulphur and aromatics compared with conventional mineral oils that reduce the dielectric strength of the transformer oil. Additionally, an experimental study has been presented and concluded that sulfur corrosion had a considerable effect on decreasing the performance of transformer insulation long-term [16], [17].

In [18], the effect of aging on GTL performance has been studied and compared with a mineral oil type, through a laboratory accelerated aging. It concluded that the aging effects of GTL are similar to mineral oil in terms of moisture in addition to acidity. Nevertheless, the colour of GTL changed more slowly than that of the mineral oil. In [19], GTL oil was studied in comparison with the other three oil types of non-naphthenic and naphthenic. According to their composition analysis, the GTL oil is quite different from non-naphthenic and naphthenic oils, especially the alkanes content. GTL has lower mass fraction characteristics (< 0.0002%), higher flash points, and lower density. Regarding the tests of thermal property and lightning breakdown, GTL is more resistant to impulse breakdown voltage and has higher capacity and thermal conductivity. GTL oil type is not corrosive sulfur risk and less substance hazardous to the environment. It can reduce the total oil-filled power transformers and other electric equipment weight. According to [20], in GTL, water is more rapidly spread because of its difficulty in forming association structures with molecules of water. Other recent studies focused on different aspects of GTL performance including partial discharges (PDs), aging, space charge, and lightning impulse breakdown voltage (LIBV) can be found in Refs. [21], [22], [23], [24], and [25]. For instance, the authors of [15] and [26] have focused on assessing the performance of GTLs considering the PDs’ behaviour which can be affected by moisture content. In turn, the authors of [27], [28], and [29] have studied the impact of thermal aging and temperature distribution on the operation of GTLs compared with other traditional oils. Moreover, other authors have intensively tested GTL oil against LIBV, space charge, and streamer characteristics in uniform fields under positive and negative lightning impulses [30], [31], [32]. Generally, the findings illustrated that the GTL oil has a superior property and has a higher lightning impulse breakdown voltage, in contrast to a lower acceleration voltage rather than the MO. This is because, in comparison to MO,
GTL oil has a significant reduction in aromatic content [33], [34], [35].

To the best of our knowledge, there are few studies that have been presented in the literature for studying GTL electrical performance. Hence, this topic is open for research, and to cover this gap in the literature, it is necessary to present extensive experimental studies. Hence, this paper presents a comprehensive experimental study for testing the GTL as a fresh oil sample and an aged sample. Diala S4 ZX-I is used as GTL oil, which has not been studied in literature before. The aging sample is important to study the effect of aging on the oil properties. The presented experimental study is valuable for estimating the transformer health index based on oil assessment and hence, the transformer condition monitoring and lifetime, which is a base for proactive maintenance. Hence, it is important to study the electrical, chemical, and physical properties variation with the in-service operation to assess the oil condition.

The first part of this paper presents a comprehensive experimental study of the electrical, physical, and chemical properties under normal and accelerated aging conditions of GTL oil (i.e., Diala S4 ZX-I) that compared to one of the most common mineral oils (i.e., Diala S2 ZX-A). Electrical tests include AC breakdown voltage, dielectric dissipation factor test, permittivity, and resistivity. On the other hand, chemical measurements focus on assessing moisture content and acidity levels. Further, optical spectroscopy measurements are conducted to analyze the overall aging byproducts, including sludge formation, along with their emission status. The used optical techniques are the Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption test and the photoluminescence (PL) test. Fresh and aged oil samples are used in testing to estimate the oil quality with aging. Aged oil samples were prepared by putting them in a vacuum oven for 24 hours before thermal aging to keep these oil samples at a low level of moisture. Then, put in the oven at 120 °C, where 1 day of laboratory aging is approximately equivalent to 1-year in-service aging, for simulating the thermal stress during this duration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aging Condition</th>
<th>Duration in days</th>
<th>Equivalent years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject to 120 °C</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 days</td>
<td>6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>10 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before the accelerated aging process, there was no further treatment performed on the oils. These oil samples are subjected to different aging durations (3, 6, and 10 days). The second part of this paper presents the analysis of dissolved gas analysis (DGA) within the oil samples. It is used to measure the main gas concentrations. Further, the DGA test aimed to expose the oils to an abnormal condition (thermal fault ~300 °C) and to study the effect of thermal fault on the concentration of the gases generated.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES, SET-UP, AND PROCEDURES

In this paper, two types of insulating oils are adopted for the study; a fully inhibited mineral oil (MO) Diala S2 ZX-A and a Gas-To-Liquid (GTL) Diala S4 ZX-I. In this section, the laboratory test procedures are presented including the accelerated aging test, oil breakdown voltage test, dielectric dissipation factor test, permittivity, and conductivity tests. Additionally, to simulate an abnormal condition (thermal fault) for the DGA test, the immersed heating element test at 300°C is presented.

A. LABORATORY-BASED ACCELERATED AGING TEST/ACCELERATED AGED OIL SAMPLES PREPARATION

Oil aging conditions cause an irreversible and slow change in the properties of the insulating oil. As occurs in in-service transformer oil, it gradually loses its stability and becomes oxidized and decomposed. Oxygen and water are two well-known major factors that accelerate the aging process in transformer oil. Oxygen can be found in dissolved form in oil and water, and presented in cellulose paper. Hence, the electric fault and the temperature are two factors that accelerate oil aging. Within the oil of the transformer, moisture redistribution can be produced by increasing temperature. Further, temperature variations may also result in changes in the electrical, chemical, and physical properties of the transformer oil [36], [37], [38].

Hence, the in-service transformer is subject to different stresses that shall affect the oil’s electrical, chemical, and physical properties. Note that the addition of cellulose paper and copper into various oil samples corresponds to the real situation in transformers aging, where these materials exist together with oil; however, in this study, we exclude the copper catalyst effect to focus on the impact of aging on the oil paper insulation system only.

Studying these effects, of oil aging and degradation, helps in the assessment of transformer oil conditions. For studying these properties of the Diala S2 and Diala S4 oils, the preparation of aged oil samples with different aging durations is required. In this paper, the accelerated aging is prepared in the laboratory for the two tested oil (Diala S2 as a MO and Diala S4 as a GTL) samples with immersed paper in it to simulate the actual transformer condition. The preparation steps and stages of the oil samples, firstly, all oil samples of the two oil types (Diala S2 and Diala S4) are prepared by putting them in a vacuum oven for 24 hours before thermal aging to remove the absorbed water by circulating the transformer oil through a heated vacuum-extraction unit and to keep these oil samples at a low level of moisture. Then, three samples of each oil type were subject to accelerated aging at 120°C under semi-sealed conditions for different durations (3, 6, and 10 days) using a heating oven [39], [40], [41], [42].

The half-life rule of thumb was followed when conducting the accelerated aging test. It claims that every 7 °C increase in operating temperature causes the aging rate of transformer
oil to double. The transformer oil is thought to operate at a reference temperature of 60 °C. As a result, one day of accelerated aging in a heating oven is comparable to 380 days (about one day) of practical oil aging in a field transformer when the accelerated aging test is conducted under the heating condition at a temperature of 120 °C. Equations (1) and (2) indicate that subjecting the oil sample for 24 hours in an oven at 120 °C is equivalent to one day (about 380 days) of aged transformer oil. Table 1 shows the accelerated aging durations of the test sample and the equivalent years as in-service conditions [39], [40], [41], [42].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Accelerated Aging Factor} &= \frac{120^\circ C - 60^\circ C}{7^\circ C} = 8.57 \quad (1) \\
\text{Time Factor} &= 2^{8.57} = 380 \quad (2)
\end{align*}
\]

B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES

In this section, the experimental setup and procedures for measuring the breakdown voltage (BDV) and the dielectric dissipation factor (DDF) of the two oil types. Furthermore, the relative permittivity and resistivity are calculated based on the measured DDF for the fresh and aged oil samples. In addition, the optical absorption and emission measurements performed using UV-Vis and PL spectroscopy techniques are presented and described. Also, the immersed heating thermal fault test for the two oil types is performed.

1) BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE TEST

The oil breakdown voltage (BDV) or the dielectric strength is the maximum voltage at which the insulating oil has the ability to withstand the electrical stresses [43], [44], [45]. The breakdown voltage test has been prepared in accordance with the IEC 60156 standards [46], [47]. The measuring tool is the fully automatic oil tester (Model BAUR DTA 100 C). The oil samples were subjected to a breakdown voltage test with 2 kV/s of copper and spaced at a 2.5 mm distance. The oil samples the fully automatic oil tester (Model BAUR DTA 100 C).

The measuring tool is the fully automatic oil tester (Model BAUR DTA 100 C). The oil samples were subjected to a breakdown voltage test with 2 kV/s of copper and spaced at a 2.5 mm distance. The oil samples were obtained using UV-Vis and PL spectroscopy techniques.

2) DIELECTRIC DISSIPATION FACTOR (DDF) TEST

The dielectric dissipation factor (DDF) is used to evaluate the oil quality [47], [48], [49]. Using Keysight E4980A precision LCR meter, the dielectric dissipation factor test was carried out in accordance with IEC 60247 as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, it shows the schematic diagram of the test configuration [50]. Using the measured capacitance \(C_p\) and the resistance \(R_p\) by the LCR meter, the oil dielectric dissipation factor \((\tan \delta)\) is calculated as follows, for the aged and fresh samples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon' &= \frac{tC_p}{A\varepsilon_0} \\
\epsilon'' &= \frac{t}{2\pi f \varepsilon_0 R_p A}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(t\) is the sample thickness, \(f\) is the frequency, \(A\) is the electrode surface area, \(\varepsilon_0\) is the permittivity of free space, \(\epsilon'\) is the dielectric coefficient \(\epsilon''\) is the dielectric loss. Hence, the relative permittivity \(\epsilon_r\) and the conductivity are calculated as follows, for the aged and fresh samples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon_r &= \epsilon' - j\epsilon'' \\
\sigma &= 2\pi f \varepsilon_0 \epsilon'' = \frac{t}{R_p A}
\end{align*}
\]

Also, the oil resistivity can be calculated as it is the inverse of the conductivity. Equation (4) shows that the dielectric loss changes with the source frequency [51]. Moreover, there is a close relationship between the DDF of oil samples and the acidity of those samples, which will be explained later in subsection III-C.

3) ACIDITY AND MOISTURE MEASUREMENTS

When water desorption raises the local concentration of gases in the transformer oil, it can increase the likelihood of bubble formation. Thus, measurements of acidity and moisture for oils extracted from fresh and old samples of two oil kinds are shown in this section. The samples were obtained using volumetric syringes, and their moisture and acidity were assessed. For moisture, the acceptable limits are less than or equal to 50 ppm before oil treatment and less than or equal to 20 ppm after oil treatment according to IEC 60814 std [52]. For acidity, the acceptable limits are less than or equal to 0.03 for new oil and less than or equal to 0.1 for used oil according to IEC 62021 std [53].

4) UV-VISIBLE SPECTROSCOPY TEST

UV-Vis. spectroscopy has light beams of different wavelengths that can pass through oil samples and hence can measure how much light can be absorbed by many atoms. The obtained results of the UV-Vis test point out the diluted liquids, mainly gas and chemical absorbances. Such optical absorption technique has the ability to give information on the byproducts’ composition and their concentration. According to the Beer-Lambert relation, the change in intensity of the light, due to absorption in a sample, is computed by the absorbing type’s number. The absorbance \((A)\) can be determined according to equation (8):

\[
A = -\log T \approx a.b.c
\]
where $T$ is the transmittance parameter that quantifies the amount of light passing through a substance. It is calculated by dividing the intensity of transmitted light by the intensity of the incident light. The factors $a$, $b$, and $c$ represent the absorptivity of absorbing species, the path length that the light travels through the substance, and the concentration of absorbing species (g/ml), respectively [51], [54], [55], [56], [57].

To perform the measurements, a double-beam UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments Incorporated, Tokyo, Japan), model UV 2600, is used, as shown in Fig. 2.a. Furthermore, Fig. 2.b illustrates the schematic diagram of the test configuration.

5) PHOTOLUMINESCENCE (PL) SPECTROSCOPY TEST
The PL spectroscopy test is simpler and has a lower cost than other techniques. The PL measurements yield an emission band that is much narrow and more sensitive than that of the absorption spectrum [58], [59]. In this paper, the two optical measurements have been used for more accurate detection of the aging byproducts [58], [59], [60]. Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental setup of the PL technique.

6) IMMERSED HEATING THERMAL FAULT TEST
One of the most used chemical tests for oil fault identification is the dissolved gas analysis (DGA), where low-concentrated gases are produced during ordinary operation, such as methane (CH$_4$), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen (H$_2$), ethylene (C$_2$H$_4$), carbon dioxide (CO$_2$), ethane (C$_2$H$_6$) and acetylene (C$_2$H$_2$). These low-concentrated gases are generated with higher concentrations when faults occur in the transformer [61].

The usual incipient thermal faults in transformer oil are classified as high (T3), medium (T2), and low (T1) as follows: T1 (300°C), T2 (300°C−700°C), and T3 (>700°C). In this study, the samples are subjected to a medium thermal fault. This test aims to detect the dissolved gases in the two oil types (Diala S$_2$ and Diala S$_4$) after their exposure to the thermal heating test, hence comparing the dissolved gases in the two oil types. The fresh oil samples of the two oil types (Diala S$_2$ and Diala S$_4$) have been prepared for the test, by putting them in a vacuum oven for 48 hours and left under vacuum for about 2 hours.

These fresh samples have been exposed to thermal fault for 1 hour by heating the oil sample up to 300°C, as a simulation of the in-service transformer thermal fault. A test cell of transparent Perspex of 400 ml volume and 7 cm height with a heating element was used. The heating element is made of a ferritic iron-chromium-aluminum alloy. The thermal fault has been simulated by supplying the heating element with a power of 300 W, leading the heating element to reach up to 300°C. A thermocouple type K has been used for monitoring the oil sample heating temperature. Fig. 4 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental setup. After the heating thermal fault test, the oil samples were collected and transferred to the Central Chemical Laboratories for detecting the dissolved gases according to IEC 60567 [61], IEEE Std. C57.104 [62], and [63].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the results of testing the two oil types (Diala S$_2$ as a MO and Diala S$_4$ as a GTL) are presented and
analyzed. The results of the breakdown voltage, the dielectric dissipation factor, relative permittivity, and resistivity, for the aged and fresh samples of the two oil types, are presented and compared. In addition, the detected dissolved gases for the two oil types after the heating thermal test are presented. The UV-Vis absorption and the PL spectra of the aged and fresh samples are also presented.

A. OIL COLOR AND APPEARANCE
Oil color and appearance are one of the physical properties of the oil character. Also, it is used as a parameter in measuring the transformer oil condition assessment as it indicates the degradation changes in the oil chemistry. Generally, the lighter the color is the better oil as the color is changed due to the formation of contaminants, sludge, and byproducts [18].

Fig. 5 shows the variation and change in oil color with aging. Fig. 5.a shows the difference in color for two oil types (Diala S2 and Diala S4) with the same aging duration (3 days). This shows that the color is darker in Diala S2 than the Diala S4, and hence, the formed by-products and contaminants in Diala S4 are lower than in Diala S2. Besides, Fig. 5.b shows the difference in color for the same mineral oil sample (Diala S2) with different aging duration (1 day and 10 days). Hence, for Diala S2 samples with increasing the aging duration, the color becomes darker due to the formation of by-products and contaminants.

Fig. 5.c shows the difference in color for the same Diala S4 oil sample with different aging durations (1 and 10 days).

B. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
This part presents the results of electrical properties measurements for identifying the oil quality. This includes measuring the breakdown voltage, dielectric dissipation factor, relative permittivity, and resistivity.

1) BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE
Breakdown voltage (BDV) has been measured for the fresh and different aged durations (3, 6, and 10 days). Also, this has been applied for the two oil types (Diala S2 as a MO and Diala S4 as a GTL). The results were analyzed, and the probabilities associated with various breakdown voltages were determined using Weibull distribution. The cumulative distribution function for a certain applied voltage “x” was computed as follows [64], [65], [66]:

\[
f(x) = 1 - e^{-\left(\frac{x}{\beta}\right)^\alpha}
\]  

where \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are defined as the scale and the shape parameters, respectively. These parameters are calculated by equation (10):

\[
ln(ln\left[\frac{1}{1-f(x)}\right]) = \beta \ln x - \beta \ln \alpha
\]

Weibull distribution provides acceptable analysis and forecasting for breakdown with an extremely small number of tests.

At a probability of 50 %, the BDV refers to the mean value. While the BDV at the probability of 10 % indicates
the minimum permissible value of BDV, this is regarded as an indication of the transformer oil’s reliability. Fig. 6 shows the BDV at a probability of 50% and 10%. For fresh mineral oil samples (Diala S₂) and GTL samples (Diala S₄), the BDV results are approximately equal; 78.5 kV and 78 kV at a probability of 50 %, besides 51.7 kV and 59.6 kV at a probability of 10 %, respectively. For oil samples with 3 days accelerated aging duration, the BDV value was decreased to 62.8 kV for Diala S₂ and 50.6 kV for Diala S₄ at a probability of 50 %. Additionally reduced to 40 kV for Diala S₂ and 43.6 kV for Diala S₄ at a probability of 10%. With increasing the accelerated aging duration to 6 days, the BDV continues to decrease and reached 46.6 kV for Diala S₂ and 46 kV for the Diala S₄ at a probability of 50% while reached 36 kV for Diala S₂ and 38.6 kV for Diala S₄. Finally, with 10 days of accelerated aging, the BDV decreased to 42.9 kV for Diala S₂, while the BDV started to increase reaching 47.3 kV for Diala S₄ at a probability of 50%, while at a probability of 10% the BDV reached 34 kV for Diala S₂ and 40 kV for Diala S₄, respectively.

Comparing the mean value of BDV for the two oil types, the BDV for the two oil types were close in values from each other for fresh and at 6 days aging duration. There was a noticeable superiority for mineral oil BDV, at 3 days aging duration, with 124 % compared to Diala S₄. On the other hand, at 10 aging days, the Diala S₄ oil has a higher BDV of 110 % compared to mineral oil. Hence, the Diala S₄ oil type became better in dielectric strength by aging with a duration greater than 6 days.

Figure 7 presents the Weibull distribution for mineral oil samples (Diala S₂) with fresh samples compared to aged samples. The breakdown voltage was significantly reduced by aging. The breakdown voltage was decreased to 80 %, 59 %, and 54 % for the aged days, compared with the fresh oil sample. Mineral oil is self-oxidizable and with the presence of moisture, the oil starts oxidation which can be the main reason for the breakdown voltage decrease.

Figure 8 presents the Weibull distribution for (the Diala S₄ oil sample with fresh samples compared to aged samples. For the Diala S₄ oil sample, with 3 and 6 aging days, the breakdown voltage decreased to 64.8 % and 58.9 % compared to the fresh oil sample BDV. Then, at 10 days of aging, the BDV got increased, higher than at 6 aged days, and reached 60.6 % of the fresh BDV value. This concluded that the breakdown voltage of the Diala S₄ oil type became better in BDV with an aging duration higher than 6 days. Diala S₄ is pure GTL oil, which is sulfur-free and has enhanced antioxidant performance providing good oxidation stability.

Other aged oil samples for the same duration and the two oil types have been repeated again in the laboratory. These other samples have been tested for BDV, and the BDV trend of the Diala S₄ is still the same. The Diala S₄ breakdown voltage for the aged oil sample, higher than 6 days, returns in increase after the decrease in 3 and 6 days.

2) DIELECTRIC DISSIPATION FACTOR (DDF)

The dielectric dissipation factor is used in transformer oil condition assessment, as it refers to the existence of the conducting and impurities materials in oil. It has been measured for the fresh and aged oil samples with different aging durations (3, 6, and 10 days) of the two oil types (Diala S₂ and Diala S₄).
Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate the effect of changing frequency on the dielectric dissipation factor (DDF) for two oil types. These figures were obvious that the DDFs trend in change for two fresh oil samples (Diala S2 and Diala S4) is identical. Further, the DDF for the fresh oil sample of Diala S4 is higher than Diala S2, but still below the tolerable limit. With different aging durations (3, 6, and 10 days), the DDFs for Diala S4 have values lower than Diala S2 with increasing the source frequency. At the power frequency (50 Hz). Further, it shows that the DDF for Diala S2 increased during the aging durations. At 10 aging days, the DDF decreased below the value at 6 days but was still higher than the fresh sample and 3 days of aging. Table 2 tabulates these values, where the DDF is 0.001035 for the fresh sample. With aging durations, the DDF reaches 0.001727, 0.002987, and 0.002524 for aging durations of 3, 6, and 10 days, which is below the acceptable limit.

Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate the effect of changing frequency on the dielectric dissipation factor (DDF) for two oil types. These figures were obvious that the DDFs trend in change for two fresh oil samples (Diala S2 and Diala S4) is identical. Further, the DDF for the fresh oil sample of Diala S4 is higher than Diala S2, but still below the tolerable limit. With different aging durations (3, 6, and 10 days), the DDFs for Diala S4 have values lower than Diala S2 with increasing the source frequency.

Specifically, Fig. 9 shows the variation of DDF over a range of frequencies for Diala S2 with fresh and aged oil samples with different aging durations. The fresh oil sample was found to have the lowest factor of dielectric dissipation. Then, the DDF increased as the aging test duration increased. This figure shows that the DDFs increase, with changing source frequency, with increasing the aged duration for the Diala S2 oil sample.

Figure 10 shows the variation of DDF over a range of frequencies for Diala S4 oil type with fresh and aged oil samples with different aging durations. The fresh was had a DDF value nearly close to the relevant DDF value of the aged oil samples. Hence, the DDF has a slight change with increasing the aging duration for the duration of 0, 3, and 6 days, then it increased significantly during the aging duration of 10 years. This is probably due to the decrease in moisture content after long aging as depicted in [18].

On the other hand, the DDF for Diala S4 at 3 and 6 aging days is lower than the relevant value for the fresh oil sample. However, the results remain close to each other during 0, 3, and 6 days of aging durations. At 10 aging days, the DDF significantly increased over the DDF during 0, 3, and 6 days of aging durations. Table 2 presents these values, where the DDFs are 0.001727 for the fresh sample. With aging, the DDF is 0.00135, 0.001197, and 0.003149 for aging durations of 3, 6, and 10 days. This test concluded that the dielectric dissipation factor for Diala S4 was not affected by aging up to 6 days of aging. At 10 aging days, the DDF of Diala S4 increased with values greater than the DDF of Diala S2. For Diala S2, the DDF increases with aging up to 6 days of accelerated aging, then it reduces during 10 days of aging. As well as breakdown voltage, the dielectric dissipation factor was affected by the changing in moisture during aging duration which varies by aging according to [18]. Generally, the aged byproducts in Diala S4 are lower than the Diala S2.

3) RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY AND RESISTIVITY

The oil relative permittivity and resistivity are calculated based on the DDF measurements for the fresh and aged oil samples with different aging durations (3, 6, and 10 days). The oil’s relative permittivity is an indication of the dielectric polarization intensity. The oil resistivity is the inverse of the conductivity which is an indication of the oil quality [67]. Table 3 presents the relative permittivity and the conductivity of the fresh and aged oil samples with durations for the Diala S2 and Diala S4. The relative permittivity, for the fresh and aged oil samples, of the Diala S2 is slightly higher than the Diala S4; 106 % for fresh and 103.5 %, 102.1 %,
TABLE 2. DDF of Diala S<sub>2</sub> and Diala S<sub>4</sub> fresh oil samples at different aging durations (3, 6, and 10 years) at 50 Hz power frequency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aging Duration</th>
<th>Mineral oil (Diala S&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;)</th>
<th>GTL oil (Diala S&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$C_r$ (Farad)</td>
<td>$R_o$ ($\Omega$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh Sample</td>
<td>6.79 E-11</td>
<td>4.52 E+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years Sample</td>
<td>6.75E-11</td>
<td>2.73E+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 years Sample</td>
<td>6.66E-11</td>
<td>1.60E+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 years Sample</td>
<td>6.65E-11</td>
<td>1.96E+10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The resistivities of fresh and aged Diala S<sub>4</sub> oil samples have an incremental increase with aging until the duration 6 days of aging, after this duration, it started to decrease, while a decrease in the resistivity of the fresh and aged Diala S<sub>2</sub> samples. The oil resistivity is an indication of the aged byproducts; Figure 12.b means that the formed by-products in Diala S<sub>4</sub> are lower than those formed in the Diala S<sub>2</sub> with aging until duration 6 days of aging.

C. MOISTURE AND ACIDITY MEASUREMENTS

The moisture and acidity for the samples of two oil types (fresh and aged samples) have been recorded. The moisture measurements for fresh, 3 days, 6 days, and 10 days of aging, respectively, were 26.383, 25.179, 38.551, and 39.778 (ppm) for Diala S<sub>2</sub> and 16.54, 15.8035, 22.616, and 29.69 (ppm) for Diala S<sub>4</sub>. This illustrated that the moisture for Diala S<sub>2</sub> and Diala S<sub>4</sub> were within the permissible limits for fresh and aged samples, but Diala S<sub>2</sub> has a quick effect by aging compared to the other oil types. Also, Fig. 13.a illustrated that the water content in Diala S<sub>4</sub> was lower than that of Diala S<sub>2</sub> on (3 days, 6 days, and 10 days) of aging and fresh samples. This is regarded as one of the biggest threats to the lifespan of transformer oil. Moisture does lower the oil breakdown voltage and can raise the temperature of the windings, which can subsequently result in a short circuit.

The acidity measurements for fresh, 3 days, 6 days, and 10 days of aging, respectively, were equal to 0.02728165, 0.032743659, 0.02730219, and 0.027295865 (mg KOH/g) for Diala S<sub>2</sub> and 0.017795736, 0.02374558, 0.035622857, and 0.017824902 (mg KOH/g) for Diala S<sub>4</sub>. The acidity results show that, for Diala S<sub>2</sub> and Diala S<sub>4</sub>, the measurements affected by aging and within the permissible limits except for 3 days and 6 days of aging for Diala S<sub>2</sub> and Diala S<sub>4</sub>, respectively, see Fig. 13.b. Generally, these chemical results ensured that Diala S<sub>4</sub> has a less chemical effect by aging compared to MO oil type. These results explained the reason for the change in the results of breakdown voltage and DDF.

The moisture and acidity seem to have a close relationship with the electrical properties of the two oil types, i.e., Diala S<sub>2</sub> and Diala S<sub>4</sub>. From Fig. 6 and Fig. 13.a, the breakdown voltage is effectively correlated with the moisture content, where the breakdown voltage of oil samples decreases when the aging duration reaches 10 days, see Fig. 6. Otherwise, the moisture increases with the aging duration rise, see Fig. 13.a. This is due to the presence of the moisture content inside the oil samples causing an effective reduction in the breakdown voltage.
oil (Diala S4) attributed to prolonged thermal aging. As GTL transformer oil, the oil exhibits improved thermal stability. This means that it is less prone to oxidation and degradation at high temperatures. By reducing the aromatic content, GTL oil exhibits improved thermal stability, which helps to mitigate the effects of thermal aging. By reducing the aromatic content in GTL transformer oil, the oil exhibits improved thermal stability. This means that it is less prone to oxidation and degradation when exposed to high temperatures. The lower aromatic content helps mitigate the effects of thermal aging, which is the gradual degradation of the oil due to prolonged exposure to elevated temperatures.

However, during the aging period of 6 to 10 days, a noticeable decrease in acids can be observed, as depicted in Fig. 13.b, while the DDF experiences a sharp increase, as shown in Fig. 11. This reduction in acids can be attributed to prolonged thermal aging. As GTL transformer oil (Diala S4) undergoes extended thermal aging, the DDF may exhibit a significant increase due to the conversion of acids into sludge. This transformation occurs as a result of the oxidation process, where neutralized acids are converted into larger and more complex molecules, which are less soluble in the oil. Consequently, these molecules are more likely to precipitate as sludge, resulting in low acidity. It is worth noting that the moisture content had no impact on the DDF since its presence in the oil samples was minimal, in ppm range. The reduction in acidity due to sludge formation is validated by the increased area under UV-Vis spectroscopy curves. This increase indicates a higher presence of decomposition byproducts from the sludge formation process.

D. OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY RESULTS

1) UV-VISIBLE SPECTROSCOPY RESULTS

UV-Vis spectroscopy measures the optical absorption of the byproducts as a function of wavelength. Hence, it is used to identify the atomic or molecular structure of chemical compounds and quantify the concentrations of these compounds [71], [72].

Figure 14 shows the UV-Vis absorption spectra of the fresh and aged oil samples over the wavelength range of 200 nm to 600 nm for two oil types (Diala S2 and Diala S4). It is noticed that the light absorption starts to occur at $\lambda = 450$ nm, for both fresh and aged oil samples, and then increases gradually at wavelengths < 450 nm for Diala S2. Fig. 14.a. As seen, the UV-Vis absorption spectrum of the fresh oil sample shows the lowest absorbance magnitude along with the investigated wavelength range for Diala S2. It also observes that, with increasing aging duration, the absorbance values increase gradually with an absorbance level higher than that for the fresh oil sample, Figure 14.a. It is found that, over the wavelength range from 200 to 400 nm, the absorbance peak value is 4.4 for fresh oil samples, 4.6 and 4.78 for 3 and 10 days, respectively, Figure 14.a. Hence, the absorbance increases with increasing aging duration due to the aged byproducts. This is agreed with the electrical dielectric dissipation factor test.

For Diala S4, the absorbance spectrum has a pulse-like shape with a peak value at $\lambda = 300$ nm and was found to decrease rapidly at $\lambda = 350$ nm. This was due to its free from sulfur which had a peak that appeared in the far UV spectrum. Moreover, the peak has a narrower band compared with that of the Diala S2 sample, Figure 14.b.

We also observe that the absorption spectrum of the fresh oil sample has a lower absorbance level for Diala S4. The latter is found to increase gradually with aging (where the absorbance level becomes higher than that for the fresh oil sample). Figure 14.b. The peak absorbance is 0.05 for the fresh oil sample, 0.55 and 1.15 for 3 and 10 days, respectively. Hence, for Diala S4, the absorbance is lower in magnitude and has a narrower band compared with Diala S2. Hence, it can be concluded that Diala S4 oil has a higher performance compared with Diala S2 oil as the formed aged byproducts concentrations are lower than that in the mineral oil type.

FIGURE 13. (a) Moisture, and (b) Acidity of MO (Diala S2) and GTL (Diala S4) with fresh and aged oil samples with different aging durations (3, 6, and 10 years).
FIGURE 14. UV-Vis. absorption spectra of fresh and aged Diala S2 and Diala S4 oil samples: (a) MO, and (b) GTL oil.

From Figure 14, the area under the UV-Vis spectrum curve over wavelength from 200 to 600 nm, which indicates the decomposition byproducts (i.e., sludges), can be estimated according to ASTM D6802 standard [73]. For Diala S2, the area under the curve for fresh oil, 3 days aging, and 10 days aging is 705.038 a.u., 759.406 a.u., and 863.91 a.u., respectively, see Fig. 14.a. Where the area under the curve of 3 days aging oil and 10 days aging oil is slightly increased compared with S2 fresh oil.

Furthermore, for Diala S4, the area under the curve over wavelength from 200 to 600 nm for fresh oil, 3 days aging, and 10 days aging is 2.764 a.u., 8.869 a.u., and 12.217 a.u., respectively, see Fig. 14.b. In which, the area under the curve of 3 days aging oil and 10 days aging oil is sharply increased compared with S4 fresh oil. It can be concluded that when the oil aging increased until 10 days, the decomposition byproducts increased, resulting in a high amount of sludges. Also, the decomposition byproducts for aging Diala S4 are sharply increased compared with aging Diala S2 and the fresh oil ones (i.e., fresh S2 and S4). This means that the amount of sludge in Diala S4 is larger than in Diala S2, which obvious that the aging byproducts for Diala S4 increased sharply over 10 days of aging, which confirms that the acidity is decreased, and sludge is formed, as discussed in sub-section III-C.

2) PL SPECTROSCOPY RESULTS
PL measurement is based on detecting the radiation emitted from a molecule or an atom due to an electronic transition occurring from a high energy level to a lower energy level [58]. Figure 15 shows the normalized PL spectra of the fresh and aged oil samples over the wavelength range between 475 nm to 750 nm for Diala S2 oil type while at 350 nm to 600 nm for Diala S4. For Diala S2, the luminescence starts at 750 nm, and then the PL intensity increases for $\lambda < 750$ nm until it reaches the maximum intensity at $\lambda = 500$ nm, see Fig. 15.a. The PL spectrum is shifted to higher intensities and becomes broader over wavelengths 700 nm to 500 nm with increasing aging duration for Diala S2 (with constant peak emission intensity), see Fig. 15.a.

FIGURE 15. PL Spectrum of fresh and aged MO and GTL oil samples: (a) MO, and (b) GTL oil.

For Diala S4, the PL starts at $\lambda = 500$ nm, and then the emission intensity increases at $\lambda < 500$ nm until reaching the maximum PL intensity at $\lambda = 380$ nm, Figure 15.b. With increasing aging duration of Diala S4, the PL intensity is approximately the same as for the fresh oil sample, which has no significant change with aging, see Fig. 15.b.

Two main parameters were used for quantitative analysis of the PL spectrum [58]; the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) and the enclosed area under PL spectra. The FWHM is estimated from the PL spectrum. It is estimated by measuring the difference in wavelength on the x-axis that is corresponding to half of the normalized PL intensity on the y-axis. For Diala S2, the FWHM is 38 nm for the fresh oil sample, 42 nm, 50 nm, and 55 nm for the aged oil samples with 3, 6, and 10 aged days, respectively, see Fig. 16. While for Diala S4, the FWHM is approximately constant with a value of 28 nm, Figure 16. This expresses that the concentration of the aged byproducts in Diala S4 is constant.
with increasing aging durations, while it is increased linearly in Diala S₂.

Figure 17 shows the estimation of the area under the PL spectra; its increase refers to an increase in the decomposition byproducts concentration. For Diala S₂, it is 49 a.u. for fresh oil samples and 53, 63, and 73 a.u. for aged durations 3, 6, and 10 days, respectively. While, for Diala S₄, the areas under the PL curve were approximately constant at 40 a.u. This reflects an incremental increase in the byproduct’s concentration with aging for Diala S₂ compared with a constant byproduct’s concentration for the Dialal S₄ sample, see Fig. 16 and Fig. 17.

Moreover, it is concluded that there is no obvious increase in the intensity or the area under the PL curve in contrast to the UV-Vis spectrum curve. This is due to the aging byproducts formed by PL spectroscopy in Diala S₄ oil containing non-emitting molecules, which means the S₄ oil has a lower aromatic component without changing the oil color and behaves as resistant to thermal aging, resulting in improving the oil stability compared with the Diala S₂ oil.

E. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES RESULTS (DISSOLVED GAS ANALYSIS) UNDER ABNORMAL CONDITIONS

The results of dissolved gases for two oil types (Diala S₂ as a MO and Diala S₄ as a GTL) are presented in Table 4 after subjecting the oil samples to a heating thermal test. According to the central laboratory, the diagnosis of the two oil types after the heating thermal test is normal because the gases concentrations did not exceed the limits according to IEEE Std. C57.104 [62].

![TABLE 4. Concentrated gases of MO (Diala S₂) and GTL oil (Diala S₄) with ppm.](image_url)

The concentrated gases H₂, CH₄, C₂H₆, C₂H₄, and C₂H₂ are 2, 8, 8, 11, and 0, respectively for Diala S₂. While these dissolved gases are 6, 3, 9, and 0, respectively for Diala S₄ as shown in Figure 18.a. Hence, the concentrated gases CH₄, C₂H₆, and C₂H₄ of Diala S₂ are greatly affected by thermal fault compared with Diala S₄ oil type. While H₂ is affected by a thermal fault with a higher value, for Diala S₄ oil type compared with mineral oil type. For Diala S₂, extensive studies concluded that methane (CH₄), ethane (C₂H₆), and ethylene (C₂H₄) are the dominant gases and most effective gases in the case of thermal fault [1], [2], [3], [62], [74], [75], which coincide with our results. Diala S₄ has not been used studied in a wide range; hence, by subjecting Diala S₄ to a thermal fault, H₂ is also affected by a thermal fault in addition to the other gases (CH₄, C₂H₆, and C₂H₄). In addition, carbon dioxide (CO₂) and carbon oxide (CO) concentrations have been presented as shown in Table 4 and Fig. 18.b. The concentration of CO for Diala S₂ was 4.2 times Diala S₄. Also, CO₂ concentration for Diala S₂ was 1.6 times Diala S₄. This ensures that Diala S₄ has lower carbon emissions, effectively, compared to Diala S₂.

IV. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL MECHANISMS

Thermal stress can trigger chemical reactions that can result in the creation of carbon that has been freed from C-H bonds, in addition to this, carbon release increases the transformer oil’s dielectric losses [76], [77]. In the GTL oil type, Fischere-Tropsch synthesis was used for polymerizing the hydrogen and carbon parts into molecules with long chains. Through a series of chemical processes, several hydrocarbons were produced using this technology, ideally having the formula \( C_nH_{2n+2} \). Alkanes are produced through the more useful reactions by equation (11):

\[
(2n + 1)H_2 + nCO \rightarrow C_nH_{2n+2} + nH_2O \quad (11)
\]

The primary distinction between these two oils is that a GTL oil is almost entirely made up of branched paraffins (99%), which are relatively simple branching iso-alkanes, while the naphthenic mineral oils are primarily made up of naphthenic hydrocarbons (poly-cycloalkanes), with only a small amount of iso-alkanes and n-alkanes (84%), as shown in Fig. 19 [77], [78].

By studying the GTL oil type produced by Fischere-Tropsch technology, the oil produced is of higher acetane

![FIGURE 16. The FWHM of fresh and different duration aged oil of Diala S₂ and Diala S₄.](image_url)

![FIGURE 17. The area under PL spectra for fresh and different duration aged oil of Diala S₂ and Diala S₄.](image_url)
FIGURE 18. Concentrated gas of MO (Diala S2) and GTL oil (Diala S4) oil samples: (a) Five dissolved gases Concentration, and (b) CO and CO2 concentration.

FIGURE 19. Representative primary ingredients of; (a) mineral oil, (b) GTL oil.

number and free from sulfur and low emission of carbon. Thus, the formation of other substances does not occur soluble in oil. Accordingly, GTL emits little aromatics, little nitrogen oxide, little carbon monoxide, little hydrocarbon, and little particulate matter.

By discussing the results for mineral oil compared to GTL, it is noticed that the Diala S4 oil still has the same color by aging as the fresh sample, or it has very low changes in the color. This is attributed to the very low impurities in Diala S4. Hence, the Diala S4 has a lower degradation rate in its bonds compared with mineral oil. Additionally, with regard to the other physical measurements as density and viscosity in addition to electrical properties, such as withstand voltage and DDF, the result concluded that the rate of change of Diala S4 as GTL oil is very limited at different durations of aging. Unlike the other type of Diala S2 as mineral oil, this can be explained because GTL oil is free of sulfur, as it is one of the elements that affect the properties of oils in the aging process.

Whereas, by studying the chemical properties, it is noticed that there is a difference in the moisture and acidity measurements of the two types of oils over different aging durations, as shown in Figure 13. This indicates that the chemical compositions of these oils, i.e., Diala S4 as GTL and Diala S2 as mineral oil, are affected by thermal aging.

On the other hand, under the abnormal conditions with medium thermal fault type, the dissolved gas analysis result showed that the two types of oils were not affected by the thermal fault, as the concentration of gases remained within the permissible limits, and this is due to the low carbon emission of these oils, as showing in Figure 18. Hence, it can be concluded that the DGA test is not effective for these oils under thermal fault.

Additionally, the physical bonds of Diala S2 oil were evaluated by UV-Vis and PL spectroscopy, as the results of lower absorbance for GTL oil compared to the other type, showed that when the external radiation incidents on the mineral oil atoms. These atoms are excited, and this results in electrons and ions being freed, also these ions increase the dielectric losses of the insulating oil. On the other hand, due to GTL oil’s strong physical bonds, fewer electrons emitted can be negligible (see Figures 15, 17, and 18). Hence, the dielectric losses were less than that of the other mineral oil types.

V. CONCLUSION
A comprehensive experimental work for studying the behavior of two insulating oils (Diala S2 as mineral oil and Diala S4 as GTL oil) is presented. Fresh and aged oil samples have been used in testing for studying the oil quality and its properties due to aging. To the best of our knowledge, this extensive experimental study has not been reported in the literature. The electrical, chemical, and physical properties of the two oil samples have been measured and can be summarized as follows:

- For Diala S2, the BDV mean value is decreased with aging (3, 6, and 10 days), where the breakdown voltage of Diala S2 is decreased by aging. While, for Diala S4, the BDV is decreased with an aging duration of 3 and 6 days. Then, BDV returns to increase at 10 aging days with a value higher than the aged sample (6 days) of oil itself, and also higher than the relevant value of Diala S2. Hence, the BDV of Diala S4 is increased and improved after 10 aging days.
- The dielectric dissipation factor of Diala S2 increases with aging with a value higher than the DDF for fresh oil samples. While the DDF of Diala S4 has slightly decreased lower than the DDF of the fresh sample. Up to 6 days of aging, the DDF of Diala S4 was not affected by aging and is better than the relevant value of Diala S2 as the aged byproducts in Diala S4 are lower than the Diala S2, at 10 days of aging, its DDF significantly increased with compared to its value at 3 and 6 days of aging.
- The relative permittivity for the fresh and aged oil samples of the Diala S2 is slightly higher than the relevant value of Diala S4. However, with oil aging, the relative permittivity of Diala S2 is slightly increased while, for Diala S4, the relative permittivity is slightly decreased.

- For the chemical and physical tests, Diala S4 has less effect than mineral oil by aging.

- Up to 6 days of aging, the resistivity for the fresh and aged oil samples of the Diala S4 is higher than the relevant value of Diala S2. Also, with aging, the resistivity of Diala S4 is slightly increased, while the resistivity of Diala S2 is slightly decreased. At 10 days of aging, the resistivity of Diala S4 reduced to a value less than Diala S2 at 10 days of aging.

- The detected concentrated gases CH₄, C₂H₆, and C₂H₄, of Diala S₂, are increased with heating thermal fault compared with the Diala S₄ oil type. In the case of Diala S₄, H₂ is affected by a thermal fault in addition to the other gases (CH₄, C₂H₆, and C₂H₄). Also, carbon dioxide (CO₂) concentration for Diala S₂ was 4.2 times Diala S₄, and CO₂ concentration for Diala S₂ was 1.6 times Diala S₄. This ensures that Diala S₄ has lower carbon emissions compared to Diala S₂.

- For aged oil samples, the UV absorption spectra are gradually increased, with increasing aging duration, compared with the fresh oil sample. This is due to the formed aged byproducts.

- Using PL spectroscopy, the FWHM and area under the PL curve are constant for Diala S fresh and aged oil samples. This is due to the aging byproducts formed by PL spectroscopy containing non-emitting molecules, which means the Diala S₄ oil has a lower aromatic component without changing the oil color and behaves as resistant to thermal aging, resulting in improving the oil stability compared with the Diala S₂ oil.
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